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Wide range of sizes, colours and finishes available

Several leg styles available - “H”-style, “X”-style, barrel base 
style, or custom designs

Adjustable feet or fixed-floor bracketing

Premium synthetic cloth layouts

Armrest - leather or vinyl with a choice of colour

Wide choice of drink rails, holders and ashtrays

Foot-rail - brass or chrome, small section or chunky

Optional crowd control screen - plain or LED

Integrated electronics, security and display systems

Option to add Blaze LED Surface Technology

World Class Craftsmanship

Features & Benefits

With a long history of crafting the world’s finest live gaming
tables, TCSJOHNHUXLEY expertly manufacture each
Roulette table with a mix of precision engineering 
and master craftsmanship, resulting in a stunning and 
technologically advanced gaming table.

With a wide range of sizes, styles, colours and finishes 
available TCSJOHNHUXLEY work with you to design 
a world class Roulette table which suits your casinos 
theme, colour scheme and brand. Whatever your vision 
TCSJOHNHUXLEY can help make it a reality, with the 
experience and skill to create truly bespoke gaming tables. 

Roulette
Gaming Table
TCSJOHNHUXLEY are renowned globally for designing and 
manufacturing the highest quality expertly crafted Roulette 
gaming tables. 
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Height
Width
Depth

840mm
2819mm
1697mm

33.07in
110.98in
66.81in

Colour Options Available in a variety of colours and finishes

LED Options LED edge lit panel built into the base or LED 
lighting strips incorporated into the base

Electronics Options

Smart Dolly
Built-in cooling fans
Blaze LED Surface Technology
Dealer console

Compatible Products

All TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheels
TCS Ora Winning Number Displays
Chipper Champ 2
Table Game Performance

Product Specifications

Create the Winning CombinationIntegrated Technology
Available as an additional element to your Roulette gaming 
table, Blaze displays colourful animations, game status 
prompts and winning numbers across the game layout. 
When combined with the Saturn™ Glo Roulette Wheel and 
a TCSJOHNHUXLEY Winning Number Display, a traditional 
Roulette table becomes an eye-catching feature of the 
gaming floor which attracts and retains players. 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY has always been at the forefront of
incorporating cutting edge table gaming technology and
electronics into traditional gaming tables. From seamlessly
integrated electronics for displays, table signage and dealer
consoles to the latest in our patented Blaze LED Surface
Technology or eye catching LED edge lit panels built into the
tables base, technological innovation is at the heart of what
TCSJOHNHUXLEY do. 

All sizes are based on popular table 
dimensions, TCSJOHNHUXLEY 
manufactures all tables in various 
sizes to meet your needs.
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